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Abstract: A bi-level operation scheduling of distribution system operator (DSO) and multi-microgrids (MMGs)
considering both the wholesale market and retail market is presented in this paper. To this end, the upper-level
optimization problem minimizes the total costs from DSO’s point of view, while the profits of microgrids (MGs)
are maximized in the lower-level optimization problem. Besides, a scenario-based stochastic programming
framework using the heuristic moment matching (HMM) method is developed to tackle the uncertain
nature of the problem. In this regard, the HMM technique is employed to model the scenario matrix
with a reduced number of scenarios, which is effectively suitable to achieve the correlations among
uncertainties. In order to solve the proposed non-linear bi-level model, Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT)
optimality conditions and linearization techniques are employed to transform the bi-level problem
into a single-level mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) optimization problem. The effectiveness
of the proposed model is demonstrated on a real-test MMG system.

Keywords: Bi-level problem; correlation; multi-microgrids; operation scheduling; uncertainty

1. Introduction

Nowadays, due to the different economical, technical, and environmental challenges in distribution
systems, multi-microgrids (MMGs) including clusters of local loads and distributed energy resources (DERs)
such as photovoltaic (PV) systems, micro-turbines (MTs), fuel cells (FCs), wind turbines (WTs), and energy
storage systems (ESSs) are introduced as a promising solution [1]. In this framework, microgrid (MG)
owners interact not only with the neighboring MGs, but also with the distribution system operator
(DSO) to satisfy their own objective functions [2], which results in a bi-level operation scheduling
problem for decision making of DSO and MMGs.

The bi-level operation scheduling of MMGs has been investigated to some extent. In [3], a bi-level
operation model is presented for optimal scheduling of DSO and MGs. The upper-level problem takes
minimum power loss and voltage deviation as the objectives, while in the lower-level optimization
problem, MGs’ operating cost is minimized. Authors of [4] propose a bi-level model to minimize costs
and carbon emission via applying a game between DSO and MGs. However, the mutual interactions
between DSO and MGs levels have not been considered in [3,4]. In [5], the interactions between
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adjacent MGs and DSO in a bi-level decision making process is modelled as a non-cooperative game.
Although the final results reveal a significant reduction in total system costs, profits related to the
MMGs are not implemented in the model. In [6], a coordinated operation scheduling of MMGs in
a distribution system is presented. In the proposed bi-level optimization problem, DSO as a leader
and each MG as a follower seek to minimize their own operation costs. A decentralized autonomous
dispatching framework is proposed in [7] to capture the interactions between these two layers in
distribution network. Similarly, authors of [8,9] propose a hierarchical bi-level optimization problem
in which DSO and MMGs are considered as the leader and followers, respectively. In this model,
the uncertain behaviour of each stochastic parameter is considered. The resulting non-linear model is
transformed into a linear single-level optimization problem through the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT)
optimality conditions. A bi-level decentralized energy management system is presented for an MMG
cluster in [10], where the upper-level takes the maximum exchanged power among MGs as the
objective function, while the lower-level minimizes the operation cost of each MG. Similarly, a bi-level
optimization model for optimal scheduling of DSO and MMGs is studied in [11], which is solved using
the modified non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II. However, the reviewed literature [5–11] has
the drawback of overlooking the topology of the network. By modelling each level as a single bus
system, DSO fails to exert the constraints of the network over the power-dispatching process.

On the other hand, there exist some major uncertain resources in power system operation
scheduling problems such as users’ consumption behaviors, electricity prices, and renewable power
generation that a pose significant obstacle to reliable and economic operation of the system. To this end,
researchers have introduced different approaches to handle the uncertainties in decision-making process
such as stochastic programming [12], information gap decision theory [13], fuzzy mathematics [14],
and robust optimization [15]. Reference [16] proposes a stochastic optimal operational scheduling
of MMGs considering ESSs. Considering the uncertain nature of renewable energy resources in the
form of prediction intervals, Kuznetsova et al. [17] propose an extended analysis of an MG’s energy
management system. Monte Carlo simulation is utilized in [18] to model the related uncertainties in
MGs. As the above-mentioned methods generate excessive scenarios, they can be computationally
inefficient [19]. To this end, clustering methods such as K-means is the simplest method for reducing
the number of generated scenarios. Although K-means is highly efficient, robust, and can be applied
for a wide range of data, it is not suitable for scenarios with different probabilities. In comparison,
the heuristic moment matching (HMM) method provides an improved computational efficiency by
employing a reduced number of representative scenarios with different probabilities [20]. Ehsan et al.
has earlier utilized the HMM method in [21,22] to contemplate the stochastic nature of wind power
generation, PV generation and load demand for the long-term planning of distribution systems.
Although several studies have been proposed to overcome the uncertainty challenges, the intrinsic
correlation among uncertainties has not been yet properly investigated in the bi-level operation
scheduling problems.

This paper proposes a bi-level operation scheduling for decision making of DSO and MMGs.
In the upper-level optimization problem, the total cost from DSO’s point of view is minimized.
To this end, the cost related to the exchanged power with wholesale market and exchanged power
between DSO and MGs is minimized. For the lower-level optimization problem, the profit of each
MG including the profits related to the DERs (owned by MG operators), sold power to the local
loads, exchanged power between MGs and DSO, and exchanged power among neighboring MGs is
maximized. Thus, by coordinating different DERs, involving PVs, MTs, and ESSs, MGs are able to
maximize their profits. By implementing linearization techniques and KKT optimality conditions into
the proposed non-linear bi-level model, the resultant single-level mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) optimization problem can be solved by the commercial solvers.

Moreover, to tackle the uncertainty nature of input data such as solar irradiance, electrical load
demand, and wholesale market prices, a scenario-based stochastic programming framework is explored.
To this end, the HMM technique is implemented to build scenario matrix with reduced number of
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scenarios. As a certain level of correlation (or stochastic dependence) among input uncertain variables
exists, the HMM method employs the matrix transformation to achieve the correlations.

Briefly, the main contributions of this paper are highlighted as follows:

• Proposing a bi-level operation scheduling framework for decision making of DSO and MMGs in
an uncertain environment,

• Proposing a scenario matrix based on the HMM method to achieve the stochastic moments and
correlations among the historical scenarios,

• Transforming the non-linear bi-level optimization problem into the single-level MISOCP
optimization problem through linearization techniques and KKT optimality conditions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the scenario matrix is modeled.
The bi-level optimization model of the problem is formulated in Section 3. Case study and simulation
results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Uncertainties Modelling

Due to the uncertainty nature of input data in the proposed distribution management system
(DMS), stochastic operation scheduling is developed. First, the uncertainty matrix based on the HMM
method is modeled. Then, appropriate transformations are used to find the stochastic moments and
correlations among the historical scenarios.

Modeling of Scenario Matrix

In order to cover the uncertainty of input data such as electrical load demand, solar irradiance,
and wholesale market prices, a scenario-based stochastic programming approach is implemented.
In this paper, the HMM method [23] is used to model scenario matrix, including reduced number of
scenarios, that can approximate the stochastic nature of the historical scenarios. Although a larger
number of scenarios leads to a more accurate approximation of the original model, this could ascend
the computational burden rapidly. A sample of scenario matrix comprising of M scenarios of solar
irradiance, electrical load demand, and market prices is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A sample of scenario matrix comprising of M scenarios.

The HMM method employs the cubic transformation and the matrix transformation to achieve
the stochastic moments and correlations, respectively. In this regard, as mentioned in [21], the first
four stochastic moments i.e., expectation, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis are selected to
retain the stochastic features of scenarios. The HMM process can be discussed as follows:
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Step 1: First, calculate the correlation matrix (R) and the target moments (MT
i,k) of the hourly

PV generations, electrical load demand, and market prices. Then, compute the related normalized
values (MNT

i,k ) as follows: 
MNT

i,1 = 0, MNT
i,2 = 1

MNT
i,3 =

MT
i,3(√

MT
i,2

)3 , MNT
i,4 =

MT
i,4(

MT
i,2

)4
(1)

where, i = 1, 2, 3 refer to the three considered uncertain parameters and k = 1, 2, 3, 4 refer to the first
four stochastic moments.

Step 2: Randomly generate Nm scenarios from Nw uncertainty factors considering the normal
distribution N(0, 1) to determine matrix XNm×Nw [23].

Step 3: Employ the matrix transformation [23], as presented in (2), to satisfy the correlation matrix
(R) by transforming XNm×Nw into the matrix YNm×Nw . Y = L×X =

i∑
j=1

Li j ×Xi

R = LLT
(2)

where, L is a lower-triangle matrix of the correlation matrix that is determined by Cholesky
decomposition [23].

Step 4: Utilize cubic transformation [23], as given in (3), to transform the standard normal random
variable YNm×Nw into a non-normal random variable ZNm×Nw to satisfy the normalized target moments
of the historical scenarios.

Zi = αi + βiYi + γiY2
i + λiY3

i (3)

Mi,k(Zi) = MT
i,k (4)

By considering (4), coefficients αi, βi,γi,λi are calculated in (3).
Step 5: calculate the correlation error (εc) and the moment errors (εm), as presented in (5) and (6),

respectively. This algorithm converges to the solution when the amount of calculated errors are less
than predefined thresholds given in (7).

εc =

Nm∑
i=1

√√√√√
2

Nw(Nw − 1)

N f∑
i=1

N f∑
i=1

(
RG

il −RNT
il

)2

(5)

εm =

Nm∑
i=1

∣∣∣MG
i1 −MNT

i1

∣∣∣+ 4∑
k=2

∣∣∣MG
ik −MNT

ik

∣∣∣/MNT
ik

 (6)

εc = 5%, εm = 5% (7)

Step 6: Calculate the scenario matrix ΩM containing scenarios of PV generation, electrical load
demand, and market prices as follows [23]:

ΩM =
√

MT
i,2 ×Zi + MNT

i,3 (8)

3. Problem Formulation

Firstly, the framework of the proposed bi-level optimization model considering correlations
among uncertainties is summarized in Figure 2. Then, problem formulation of the bi-level optimization
model and related solution methodology are described in the following subsections.
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3.1. Upper-Level: Distribution System Operator (DSO) Decision Making

At this level the objective function is formulated to minimize the cost of DSO, which includes two
cost terms as follows:

OFDSO = Min

 24∑
t=1

(
CWM

t + CMG−DSO
t

) (9)

where, the first term denotes the cost of selling/purchasing power to/from the day-ahead wholesale
market at time t represented by (10).

CWM
t = ρt

WM
× Pt

WM−DSO (10)

The second term in (9) calculates the cost of exchanging power between DSO and MGs as follows:

CMG−DSO
t = ρt

RM
NMG∑
p=1

(
Pt

MGp−DSO
)

(11)
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Figure 2. The framework of the proposed bi-level optimization model.
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Constraints

To achieve a stable operation of the DSO, the following constraints should be met.

• Bus voltage limits constraint:

Vmin ≤ Vm,t ≤ Vmax, vslack = 1 (12)

• Line current limits constraint:
Imn,t ≤ Imax ∀ (m, n) ∈ br (13)

• Exchanged power limit with the wholesale electricity market:

In order to deal with the limited capacity of sub-transmission transformer, the exchanged power
between the wholesale market and DSO should be guaranteed as follows:

PWM−DSO
t ≤ PWM−DSO

max (14)

• Exchanged power limit between DSO and MGs:

Based on the aforementioned limitations in the contract for the exchanged power between DSO
and MG operators, constraint (15) should be met.

PMG−DSO
min ≤ PMGp−DSO

t ≤ PMG−DSO
max (15)

3.2. Lower-Level: Multi-Microgrids (MMGs) Decision Making

The objective function of the lower-level optimization problem is formulated to maximize the
profit of pth MG. For the sake of brevity in the formulation, the output power of PVs, MTs, and ESSs
are aggregated as PDER

ω,t . The considered objective function is as follows:

OFMGp= Max
(
PrL

p,t+PrMGp−DSO
t +PrMGp−MGq

t +PrDERs
p,t

)
(16)

Objective function (16) includes four profit terms represented in (17)–(20).

PrL
p,t = ρRM

t

∑
i∈ψp

(PL
m,t) (17)

PrMGp−DSO
t = ρRM

t × PMGp−DSO
t (18)

PrMGp−MGq
t = ρRM

t

NMG∑
q=1,q,p

(
PMGp−MGq

t

)
(19)

PrDERs
p,t = −

∑
ω∈MGp

(αDER
ω PDER

ω,t + βDER
ω ) (20)

Constraints

To achieve the stable operation of the MMGs, the following constraints should be considered in
the scheduling model.

• Exchanged power limit between DSO and each MG:

PMG−DSO
min ≤ PMGp−DSO

t ≤ PMG−DSO
max (21)
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• Exchanged power limit between MGp and MGq:

PMGp−MGq
min ≤ PMGp−MGq

t ≤ PMGp−MGq
max (22)

• Operation limit of MTs:

At any time, the output power of MTs should be within an allowable range.

PMT
min ≤ PMT

ω,t ≤ PMT
max (23)

• Operation limits of ESSs:

PESS
min ≤ Pch

ω,t ≤ PESS
max (24)

PESS
min ≤ Pdch

ω,t ≤ PESS
max (25)

Emin ≤ Eω,t ≤ Emax (26)

Eω,t = Eω,t−1 + ηch
ω Pch

ω,t −
Pdch
ω,t

ηdch
ω

, ∀t ≥ 1 (27)

Eω,t = Einitial
ω ,∀t = 0 (28)

Uch
ω,t + Udch

ω,t ≤ 1 (29)

• Power balance of pth MG:

∑
ω∈p

(
PDERs
ω,t

)
− PMGp−DSO

t −

NMG∑
q=1,q,p

(
PMGp−MGq

t

)
=

∑
ω∈p

(PL
ω,t) (30)

3.3. Solution Methodology

The amount of exchanged power between MMGs and DSO acts as the mutual variable between
these two optimization levels. Thus, the proposed model in (1)–(30) is a bi-level optimization problem,
in which suitable transformation methods should be employed to facilitate implementing the resulting
model in commercial optimization packages. In this regard, as the lower-level problem is linear
and convex, the KKT optimality conditions of the lower-level is utilized to transform the bi-level
model into the single-level optimization problem. By implementing the complementary constraints,
the optimization model becomes non-linear, which is easily linearized by big-M method as follows [16]:

Cz
m,p,t,i ≤MUz

m,p,t,i, ∀z = 1, 2, . . . , 12 ∀ m, p, t, i (31)

λz
m,p,t,i ≤M(1−Uz

m,p,t,i), ∀z = 1, 2, . . . , 12 ∀ m, p, t, i (32)

where, M is a large positive number.
Finally, the resultant single-level MILP optimization problem can be solved by off-the-shelf

software, such as GUROBI [24] and CPLEX [25].
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4. Numerical Results and Discussion

In this section, the test system and working scenarios are introduced first. Then, simulation results
of the proposed bi-level operation scheduling problem are discussed. Uncertainty modelling is
implemented in MATLAB software and run on a computer with 2.6 GHz and 4 GB of RAM.
Furthermore, the resultant single-level MILP problem is coded in the GAMS platform and solved by
the CPLEX [25] solver.

4.1. Test System

The performance of the proposed bi-level model is investigated using an actual 84-bus 11.4 kV
Taiwan Power Company (TPC) distribution system [1,26] with two substations and 11 feeders, as shown
in Figure 3. As can be seen, this system includes three interconnected MGs. The DERs including PVs,
MTs, and ESSs are utilized in the MMG system under study.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 17 
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Figure 3. The 84-bus Taiwan Power Company (TPC) distribution test system [1].

Ten PV panels of 500 kW with similar type and size are considered, where the predicted values
of PV output powers can be found in [27]. Seven identical 2 MW REDOX batteries [28], as ESSs,
are installed at buses 3, 18, 40, 50, 57, 67, and 79. Moreover, eight similar Capstone MTs [29] with the
maximum output power of 5 MW and electrical efficiency of 29% are considered. All the technical
parameters and the necessary characteristics related to DERs are presented in Table 1 [1]. The hourly
total load demand and load profile of each MG during the scheduling day are shown in Figure 4 [1].
Moreover, the wholesale market and retail market prices for the whole 24-h scheduling horizon can be
extracted from [1,16].
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Table 1. Required technical parameters [1].

Parameter Value Parameter Value

PMGp−MGq
max (MW) 15 αMT

ω ($/MWh) 65
PWM−DSO

max (MW) 36 βMT
ω ($) 13

PMGp−DSO
max (MW) 20 αPV

ω ($/MWh) 1.3
Vmin, Vmax(p.u.) 0.95, 1.05 βPV

ω ($) 5
Ii,j,max(kA) 1.8 αESS

ω ($/MWh) 2
Emin, Emax(MWh) 0.5, 2 βESS

ω ($) 2.5
ηch

i , ηdch
i (p.u.) 0.92, 0.92 PESS

min, PESS
max(MW) 1
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4.2. Simulation Results

In order to investigate the effect of wholesale market prices on the simulation results, three different
case studies are defined. The proposed prices in [1] are defined as case study 1, while 10% decrement
and increment in these amounts are considered as case study 2 and case study 3, respectively.

4.2.1. Operation Scheduling

Optimal operation scheduling of PVs, MTs, and ESSs for scenario 1 in MG1, MG2, and MG3 are
proposed in Figure 5. As can be seen, ESSs in MGs store power during off-peak periods and discharge
the stored power at peak hours (i.e., 10:00–12:00 and 20:00–22:00).

Due to the lower generation cost of MTs than the wholesale market price during peak load periods,
MTs work at their maximum allowable power generation level. Furthermore, based on the power
generation capacities and load demand of each MG, MG1 has excess power generation, where MG2
and MG3 have shortage power. In this regard, Figure 6 shows the amounts of exchanged power
among MGs through retail electricity market to balance the shortage and excess of power generations.
It is observed that MG1 sells power to MG2 and MG3, while MG3 purchase power from MG2 to meet
the supply–demand balance.
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4.2.2. Considering Uncertainties

In order to investigate the effect of uncertainties on the performance of the proposed approach in
depth, three scenarios for the number of installed PV systems are defined. The number of PVs for base
case, i.e., 10 PVs, are considered as Scenario 2 (SC2), while 2 and 50 installed PVs are considered as
Scenario 1 (SC1) and Scenario 3 (SC3), respectively.

First, the 3-year (2015–2018) historical hourly data related to PV generation, electrical load demand,
and wholesale market prices is extracted from [30]. Then, the HMM method is utilized to generate
sufficient number of scenarios over the range of 10 to 100. By comparing the historical data with
generated scenarios in Figure 7, the effectiveness of the HMM method is demonstrated for SC1, SC2,
and SC3. It can be seen that as the amount of scenarios increase from 10 to 100, the amount of
errors related to the first four stochastic moments (i.e., expectation (M1), standard deviation (M2),
skewness (M3) and kurtosis (M4)) between the historical data and generated scenarios are reduced
significantly. Thus, these results confirm that the generated scenario matrix represents the stochastic
features of historical scenarios accurately. Although the number of installed PVs is increased in SC3,
the moment of errors are controlled within an acceptable range (less than 6%) shown in Figure 7c.

Figure 8 shows the performance of the proposed approach regarding the number of scenarios.
It can be seen that by increasing the number of scenarios, the total cost is decreased and the total
execution time is increased. Moreover, when the number of scenarios reaches to a specific amount;
thereafter, the amount of cost is decreased slightly and the execution time is increased significantly.
Thus, 50 scenarios are selected as a trade-off between the execution time increment and cost reduction.

Table 2 investigates the effect of correlations on the amount of total costs for the three defined case
studies. Although the amounts related to the cost of DSO and profits of MGs are changed slightly, less
than 1%, the correlations among uncertainties should be considered. It can be seen that by considering
the correlations among variables, the amounts of MG profits are decreased, where the amounts of
DSO costs are increased in the three case studies. This is because by considering correlations, in order
to deal with the worst scenario, the operation costs are increased. Moreover, the profits of MGs are
increased in SC3 comparing to SC2 due to the more output power of PVs in SC3. It can be concluded
from Table 2 that the profits of MGs are decreased in case study 2 compared to case study 1. Because in
case study 2 the wholesale market prices are decreased, thus more purchased power from wholesale
market and less DER generations lead to less profits of MGs. On the other hand, the profits related
to MGs are increased in case study 3 compared to case study 1 due to the wholesale market price
increment. For the same reason, the cost of DSO is increased in case study 2 and decreased in case
study 3 compared to case study 1.
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Table 2. Effect of correlations on economic analysis.

Parameter Case Study 1 Case Study 2 Case Study 3

Without Correlation (SC2)

Cost of DSO 71,418 73,926 69,104
Profit of MG1 6314 6210 6411
Profit of MG2 4788 4696 4859
Profit of MG3 4006 3931 4082

With Correlation (SC2)

Cost of DSO 71,952 74,519 69,828
Profit of MG1 6293 6195 6396
Profit of MG2 4761 4676 4834
Profit of MG3 3978 3903 4054

Without Correlation (SC3)

Cost of DSO 71,364 73,868 69,052
Profit of MG1 6392 6297 6499
Profit of MG2 4859 4753 4914
Profit of MG3 4097 4026 4159

With Correlation (SC3)

Cost of DSO 71,973 74,482 69,578
Profit of MG1 6357 6249 6451
Profit of MG2 4812 4715 4867
Profit of MG3 4043 3974 4102

4.2.3. Large-Scale Test Systems

In order to evaluate the efficiency and scalability of the proposed approach, larger-scale systems
with 119 buses [31] and 1300 buses [32] are employed. The IEEE-119 bus system has 5 MGs with
22.809 MW and 17.041 MVAr loads, where the IEEE-1300 bus system includes 14 MGs with 132.07 MW
and 115.26 MVAr loads. As can be seen in Table 3, the proposed approach finds the optimal solution
point within an acceptable time, which indicates the scalability of the algorithm. Moreover, it can be
concluded that the average operation cost is increased as the test system becomes larger.

Table 3. Calculation time for large-scale test systems.

84-Bus TPC IEEE 119-Bus IEEE 1300-Bus

Calculation time (s) 21.7 26.2 89.4
Average cost (k$) 71.42 105.29 1202.67
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4.2.4. Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Heuristic Moment Matching (HMM) Method

In order to investigate the performance of the proposed HMM method, the errors of the first four
moments and correlation matrix have been calculated and compared with the relevant results extracted
from the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method [33] and the importance sampling (IS) method [34]
over the range of 10 to 100 generated scenarios. The results are presented in Figure 9. As can be seen,
the proposed HMM method performs much better than the other considered methods in terms of
expectation, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and correlation matrix errors. Moreover, as the
number of generated scenarios increases, the errors of the first moments decrease. In contrast, it can be
seen that the number of generated scenarios does not strictly affect the error of the correlation matrix,
because the random data in the transforming method adjust the correlations among the scenarios.
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposed the optimal operation scheduling problem of DSO and MMGs in the presence
of uncertainties. In the addressed bi-level model, the upper-level problem minimized the total costs
from the DSO’s perspective including the costs related to the exchanged power with the wholesale
market and exchanged power between the DSO and MGs. For the lower-level problem, the profit
of each MG including the profits related to the DERs, exchanged power between MGs and DSO,
exchanged power among neighboring MGs, and the sold power to the loads was maximized. To tackle
the uncertainty issue of input data such as electrical load demand, solar irradiance, and wholesale
market prices, a scenario-based stochastic programming based on the HMM method was developed
to build a scenario matrix with a reduced number of scenarios. The proposed approach effectively
modeled the stochastic moments and correlation among the representative historical data. By applying
KKT optimality conditions, the non-linear bi-level optimization problem was transformed into an
MILP problem. To investigate the satisfactory performance of the proposed model, the 84-bus TPC
distribution system was considered as a real case study. The simulation results revealed that the
generated scenario matrix represents the stochastic features of historical scenarios accurately as the
number of scenarios increases, the number of errors related to the first four stochastic moments between
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the historical data and generated scenarios is reduced significantly. It was shown that the correlations
could affect the economy of the DSO and MGs by 1%. Besides, in case studies with the higher electricity
market prices, MGs prefer to dispatch their owned DERs at the maximum allowable range, and then
supply the probable shortage of power by purchasing the power from DSO and neighboring MGs.
Moreover, the scalability of the proposed algorithm was evaluated by larger-scale systems with 119
buses and 1300 buses. Furthermore, the HMM method performed much better than LHS method and
IS method over the range of 10 to 100 generated scenarios in terms of expectation, standard deviation,
skewness, kurtosis, and correlation matrix errors.
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Nomenclature

t Index of hours.
m, n Index of buses.
ω Index of DERs (PVs, MTs, and ESSs).
br Index of branches.
p Index of MGs.
i Set of scenarios.
ρt

WM/ρt
RM Wholesale market/retail market price at time t ($/MWh).

Pt
WM−DSO The amount of exchanged power with wholesale market at time t (MW).

Pt
MGp−DSO The amount of exchanged power between DSO and MGp at time t (MW).

PL
m,t

The total load demand at time t (MW).

PMGp−MGq
t

The amount of exchanged power between MGp and MGq at time t (MW).

PDER
ω,t

Output power of DER ω at time t (MW).

PPV
i

Output power of ith PV (MW).

αDER
ω /βDER

ω Operation & maintenance cost coefficient of DER ω.

Vm Voltage at bus m (p.u.)

Im,n,t Line current between bus m and bus n at time t (kA)

Pch
ω,t/P

dch
ω,t

Charging/discharging power of ESS ω at time t (MW).

ηch
ω /ηdch

ω
Charging/discharging efficiency of ESS ω.

Einitial
ω

Initial amount of stored energy for ESS ω(MWh).

Eω,t Stored energy for ESS ω at time t (MWh).

αi, βi,γi,λi
Cubic transformation coefficients

Zi Non-normal random variable to satisfy the normalized target moments of the historical scenarios

εc/εm Correlation error/the moment errors

ΩM Scenario matrix

Mi,k(Zi) Moments of target scenarios

λz
m,p,t,i Dual variable.

www.heatreflex.et.aau.dk
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Cz
m,p,t,i Greater than or equal to zero constraints.

Uch
ω,t/Udch

ω,t
Binary variable for the charging/discharging status of ESS ω at time t.

Uz
m,p,t,i

Auxiliary variable used for linearization of the complementary conditions.

PWM−DSO
max

Maximum allowable exchanged power between DSO and wholesale market (MW).

PMG−DSO
max

Maximum allowable exchanged power between DSO and each MG (MW).

PMGp−MGq
max

Maximum allowable exchanged power between MGp and MGq (MW).

CMG−DSO
t

Cost of exchanging power between DSO and MGs ($).

CWM
t

Cost of exchanging power between DSO and wholesale market ($).

PrL
p,t Profit of selling power to loads ($).

PrMGp−DSO
t

Profit of exchanging power between DSO and MGp ($).

PrMGp−MGq
t

Profit of exchanging power between MGp and MGq ($).

PrDERs
p,t Profit related to the generated power of DERs.

MT
i,k/MNT

i,k
kth target moment/normalized target moment of i uncertain parameter.

XNm×Nw
Randomly generated matrix

L Lower-triangle matrix of the correlation matrix

R Correlation matrix
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